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Best Mediterranean Diet Slow Cooker Recipes In
Cookbook For Black Friday Deal

Brandon Schoen November 29, 2013

One of the hottest cookbooks on Amazon, The Easy Everyday Mediterranean
Slow Cooker Cookbook, will be available for only 99 cents starting at midnight
today, November 29th. Amazon customers can login early Black Friday and have
a savory deal awaiting.

(Newswire.net -- November 29, 2013) Albuquerque, NEW MEXICO -- Amazon is taking
over Black Friday deals in a big way with its new Kindle Countdown program, allowing
authors and publishers to release their book for over 90% off for a limited time, the
price increasing over the hours until its back at full price. Little Pearl Publishing has
just announced that one of its bestselling cookbooks filled with forty of the best
Mediterranean Diet slow cooker recipes will be available for only 99 cents starting at

midnight tomorrow, November 29th.  Customers logging in to Amazon early Friday morning will be able to find this
book and many others on incredible deals for several hours.

 

Nora Roberts, author of The Easy Everyday Mediterranean Slow Cooker Cookbook  published by Little Pearl, says
she is excited about the Black Friday countdown deal for her book. “I think it’s great that people will be able to enjoy
my cookbook at such a low price. It’s a fantastic introduction into the world of delicious and healthy slow cooked
food,” she says.

 

Roberts’ book has received numerous accolades, including nothing but 5-star reviews from the notoriously critical
reviewers on Amazon. Among the forty recipes featured, some of the most tempting include a vegetarian slow cooked
lasagna, an East Coast inspired crab soup, a chicken dish with sage and stuffing perfect for the holiday season,
hearty root vegetable stew, and a belly-warming quinoa stew with seasoned sausage.

 

So whether standing in line with a cell phone early Friday morning or warm in bed with a laptop, be sure not to pass
up the Countdown Deals featured on Amazon, especially Roberts’ incredible Mediterranean Diet Cookbook. To
purchase a copy on Black Friday follow this link: http://www.amazon.com/Easy-Everyday-Mediterranean-Cooker-
Cookbook-ebook/dp/B00FPTEFWA/
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Blog Website:

http://littlepearlpublishing.com/mediterraneanslowcooker/

 

Facebook:

 

https://www.facebook.com/LittlePearlPublishing

 

 

For more information, contact:

 

Little Pearl Publishing

4801 Lang Ave NE
Albuquerque, NEW MEXICO  87109
5052694505
support@littlepearlpublishing.com
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